Part B. With respect to the requirements for categorical form, find the errors in each of the sentences below. Use the error codes "Q", "S", "C", "P" to indicate when an error is made in the quantifier (Q), in the subject term (S), in the copula (C), or in the predicate term (P). Most, but not all of the sentences make one or more errors. Here, a stated component makes an error if it cannot be used in the correct final answer. If a sentence makes no error, then just write "none."

0. Many [cities] have [large skyscrapers]
   errors: Q  C  P

1. Each [persons who take logic] are [careful thinkers]
   errors:

2. Some [old books] in the library are [dusty books] that no one reads
   errors:

3. Some [students at Loyola] will get [their Ph.D. from Oxford]
   errors:

4. No [visitors to Chicago] are [not people impressed by the view of the lake]
   errors:

5. Some of the [cars at the exhibition] were [made out of plastic]
   errors:

6. Any [persons that can sing well] are [not persons likely to get rich]
   errors:

7. No [animals in the Lincoln Park Zoo] are unable [to be set free]
   errors:

8. No one [who are a naturalized citizens] can be [presidents of the U.S.]
   errors:

9. All [fish that are fish that are able to fish] are [fish that are fishing fish]
   errors:

10. [Students who take logic] are [students likely to get into law school]
    errors:

11. All [books that] are [expensive cost a lot of money]
    errors:

12. Somethings [in the attic] are [scary old skeletons]
    errors: